Abstract—This research aims to describe the strategy of English lecturers in facilitating interactional communication of English students at the English Tarbiyah Faculty during the new normal Covid-19 pandemic at Fatmawati Sukarno Bengkulu State Islamic University in 2021-2022. This qualitative research aims to describe and analyse the ability, form, uniqueness, and variety of strategies produced by English lecturers in the classroom. The results of this study indicate that there are several strategies used by English lecturers, especially in facilitating student interactional communication. The strategies are providing a new learning environment with students, providing two-way communication with students, facilitating communication media between students (student peer feedback), and activating role play models in the classroom and contextual teaching processes. Several obstacles to facilitating student interactional communication at Fatmawati Sukarno Bengkulu State Islamic University include limited teaching time due to social distance, the learning process is only 60% offline and 40% online so that face-to-face learning is not optimal. English lecturers can improve their teaching competence through several online trainings, online seminars, and online workshops. In fact, the results of the research, it can be concluded that the strategy in facilitating student English interactional communication is very important to be applied in the English class to achieve the aims and objectives of teaching English.
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students”. The use of learning strategies in the classroom is very important. The suitability of the learning strategy must also be considered in its use. If the use of learning strategies in the classroom is not appropriate, it will have a negative impact on students and their learning outcomes. Learning strategies can also be interpreted as a pattern of learning activities that are selected and used contextually by lecturers, according to the characteristics of students, school conditions, the surrounding environment and the specific learning objectives that will be formulated.

Cultivating the process Communication interaction in the classroom is an important part of the teaching and learning process. Interaction is a process in which two or more people interact with each other in a reciprocal action. Class interaction cannot be separated between lecturers and students. Interactions certainly have different patterns and components depending on when the communication interaction takes place. McCroskey (1978) stated that “effective communication is the basis for the success of students and lecturers / teachers in the classroom”. Effective communication has two implications. The first is about a pleasant classroom atmosphere with friendly relations between students and lecturers in the teaching and learning process, while the second is involving students to get effective communication in the use of English. This can be achieved in several ways; by applying the different roles of students and lecturers according to their respective functions so that they can synergize, use various activities, and help students express themselves. If the two implications are combined, we will have a good atmosphere where students try to communicate in a foreign language. Therefore, lecturers can offer several strategies to promote effective interactions in the classroom so that interactions in debating something in class really need to be raised. Namely interaction, classroom behaviour, timing, and seating arrangements. This study focuses on the strategy of the English lecturer at UIN Fatmawati Sukarno Bengkulu in facilitating communication and interaction between English students, which is one of the most important aspects of classroom management. The strategy of English lecturers in learning greatly affects class interaction and can be related to classroom management such as teaching, class interaction, group formation, supervision, maintaining discipline, a conducive classroom atmosphere for student development and learning, and others. Irregular classes, can affect other aspects of the class. It also becomes difficult to attract students' attention if learning strategies are not applied. With the application of interactional communication, it shows that lecturer's teaching strategies can have a positive impact on how lecturers communicate with students and how students interact with others, affecting engagement, motivation, focusing. Meanwhile, the management of the physical environment where the teaching and learning process takes place is very important because good development and effective interaction between lecturers and students cannot occur without a good atmosphere and a well-managed environment. Based on initial observations made by researchers from Monday, February 6 to 20, 2021. Researchers managed to collect some data at the State Islamic University of Fatmawati Sukarno Bengkulu. Researchers observed the strategy of English lecturers in facilitating student interaction communication during the learning process, by identifying problems, including First, there are still many lecturers who teach using lecture and discussion methods so that they are less effective in teaching English in the new normal era during the Covid-19 pandemic. It is clear that students do not interact with each other using English. Third, there are still many lecturers who have not implemented strategies.

With the application of interactional communication, it shows that lecturer's teaching strategies can have a positive impact on how lecturers communicate with students and how students interact with others, affecting engagement, motivation, focusing. Meanwhile, the management of the physical environment where the teaching and learning process takes place is very important because good development and effective interaction between lecturers and students cannot occur without a good atmosphere and a well-managed environment. Based on initial observations made by researchers from Monday, February 6 to 20, 2021. Researchers managed to collect some data at the State Islamic University of Fatmawati Sukarno Bengkulu. Researchers observed the strategy of English lecturers in facilitating student interaction communication
during the learning process, by identifying problems, including First, there are still many lecturers who teach using lecture and discussion methods so that they are less effective in teaching English in the new normal era during the Coronavirus disease-19 pandemic. It is clear that students do not interact with each other using English. Third, there are still many lecturers who have not implemented strategies especially facilitating communication interactions and there are lecturers who tend to prioritize contextually by doing assignments in class so that strategies in facilitating communication interactions between lecturers and students are not created, lecturers only deliver learning materials that are in accordance with university lecturer standards. Therefore, based on this phenomenon, the researcher is interested in doing research with the title "Strategies of English Lecturers in Facilitating Interactional Communication of English Students during the new normal period of the Coronavirus disease-19 pandemic at UIN Fatmawati Sukarno Bengkulu for the 2021-2022 Academic Year.

II. METHOD

This study is a descriptive qualitative approach, which is used to describe the strategies used by English lecturers at the State Islamic University Fatmawati Sukarno Bengkulu and the problems faced by English lecturers when facilitating classroom interactional communication.

1. Triangulation qualitative research

Qualitative research is used to describe and analyse the ability, form, uniqueness, variety of words produced by the teacher in the classroom. According to Creswell (2014), qualitative research is research with an approach to understanding the meaning of individuals or groups and exploring social or human problems. Furthermore, Sutopo and Arief wrote that qualitative research is research that aims to describe and analyse a phenomenon, event, and social activity, and attitude, perception of each individual or certain group. In fact, descriptive method is a type of method that tries to emphasize the picture of something and interprets the object as it is. So it can be said that this type of research is more inductive in nature, where all data obtained at the location. It will be the main source of phenomena and problems in the observation process. So it can be concluded in detail that descriptive qualitative moves at a single focal point of observation that seeks to describe social phenomenon in detail in the form of words. According to this definition, it encourages researcher to choose a qualitative descriptive research design because researcher wants to describe the conditions that will be observed in the field more specifically, in detail, transparently, and depth which cannot be represented by statistical figures because they are more empirical facts in the field. If this research subject is converted into statistical numbers, the researcher will lose the objective subjective nature of human behaviour. So in fact, through this qualitative descriptive method, researchers can get to know people (subjects) personally and see them develop their own definitions of the strategies of English lecturers at UIN Fatmawati Sukarno Bengkulu in facilitating student interaction communication during the learning process and also qualitative descriptive research, of course, prioritizing perspective, emic, which means prioritizing the respondent's point of view, namely how he perceives and interprets the world and the aspects of its formation. The main purpose of qualitative descriptive research is to describe the current state of view. Simply put, this is a fact-finding investigation on the ground. In descriptive qualitative research, definite conclusions can be accepted, but do not establish a causal relationship. The type of descriptive qualitative research used in this study is to obtain information about rural teachers’ strategies in facilitating student
communication interactions in learning English in depth and comprehensively. In addition, the qualitative approach is expected to reveal the situations and problems faced by English students at UIN Fatmawati Sukarno Bengkulu when teaching English in class. The sample in this study was taken from 3 (three) English lecturers at UIN Fatmawati Sukarno who were selected by purposive sampling, namely the snowball sampling technique. This technique is used by the first sample as information to find out other samples that meet the criteria. The criteria determined by the researcher are someone who is related to English. Because the researcher will analyse the strategy of English lecturers in facilitating student English interactional communication, it is clear that the subjects are English lecturers. The subjects of this research are 6 English lecturers who taught English at UIN Fatmawati Sukarno Bengkulu from 12 English lecturers who teach. The instruments are the following: 1. Classroom Observation Guidelines. Observations were made during the actions of the English lecturer in teaching English lessons in class. Notes are written based on activities and situations on the observation checklist. This study used an observation sheet as an observation instrument that contains a list of activities that may appear in language class and an observation checklist in the form of answers (Yes/No). 2. Interview Guidelines. Guided interviews were developed in this study to assist and guide the conduct of the interview section. There are three types of interviews that are common in qualitative research including structured interviews, semi-structured and unstructured interviews (Edward, 2017). This study used semi-structured interviews. This study prepared several questions related to the topic and then follow-up questions depending on the interview response. In making the interview guide question sheet, this research refers to the main points in the classification of teaching strategies and problems in facilitating interactional communication in the classroom. 3. Recorder of this study used two kinds of records to assist the data collection process. The first is a video recorder; it was used in the observation section during the lecturer teaching English class to record all activities and situations that occur in the class during the observation while the second is an audio recorder, used during the interview section with an English lecturer to record the answers to questions. The purpose of using this recorder is to obtain solid evidence in the transcription of the English Lecturer's answers to the questions asked. 4. Documentation. It is looking for data about things or variables in the form of notes, transcripts, books, newspapers, magazines, inscriptions, meeting minutes, agenda, and so on. Especially the documentation of the learning process that has taken place. Data collection aims to obtain relevant and necessary data to complete the research. The supporting of the data to answer the first research question, namely the strategy of an English Lecturer at UIN Fatmawati Sukarno Bengkulu in facilitating interactional communication, this study used an observation checklist. It is where the researcher makes field notes about the behaviour and activities of individuals at the research site (Creswell, 2008). The researcher observed the whole process of teaching and learning English. Therefore, the second research question looks for problems faced by English teachers when facilitating interactional communication. In this case the data obtained through interviews. Data analysis technique, this research used descriptive analysis. The data are analysed and described in a narrative manner. After collecting data from both instruments, the data will be analysed. Creswell (2009,p.184) states that there are several steps in analysing the data obtained from observations and interviews. 1. Organize and prepare data for analysis, this step involves transcribing interviews and typing field notes and/or sorting and organizing the data into different types depending on the source of the information. In this step, the data from class observations are rearranged based on the research problem while the interview recordings are transcribed into a summary. After collecting data through observational interviews, the results of both instruments were transcribed and then typed the results depending on the source. 2. Data reduction this step is to obtain a general understanding of the information from the data that has been organized. After generalizing the data from the source, the data are selected based on relevant information and discard irrelevant information. Then the data ends with general information about the strategies of the English Lecturer at UIN Fatmawati Sukarno Bengkulu in class interaction. 3. Coding process of the data is
entered into the concept of aspects of each communication interaction used and the problems that occur in it. The results of class observations are codes based on research topics and ideas, while the results of interviews are codes from general to specific topics and or ideas. Then the findings are represented in the form of a qualitative narrative. The findings were collected from interviews and class observations. 4. Make an interpretation or meaning of the findings Research results confirm past information or deviate from it. In this step, the findings are compared or contradicted with the related theory used by the research in the theoretical framework as the final result.

2. Analysis Qualitative Model in this research.

Validity refers to the ability of data collection instruments to measure what has to be measured, to get data relevant to what is being measured (Dempsey, 2002.p.79). In other words, an instrument is considered to have validity high if the instrument can be used as a tool to measure something precisely. Validity is a characteristic that must be owned by the measurement instrument because it is directly related to whether the data can be trusted or not. In this study, the researcher tries to acquire data validity. The researcher chooses triangulation to check the validity. “Triangulation is interpreted as a data collection technique that combines various data collection techniques and existing data sources” (Sugiyono, 2012.p.83). The purpose of the data collection technique with triangulation is to find out the data obtained widespread, consistent, and certain. According to Patton on Sutopo (2002.p.78-82) stated that were four triangulation techniques, namely:

1. Triangulation of data is the same or similar data. It will be more steady the truth when excavated from several different data sources.
2. Triangulations researchers are the results of research both data or conclusions about certain parts or as a whole can be tested for validity from several researchers.
3. Triangulation methodology is carried out by a researcher by collecting similar data but by using different techniques or data collection methods.
4. Triangulation of theoretical is carried out by researchers using more than one theory in discussing the problems studied.

In this study, the researcher used triangulation data. They were carried out by comparing the results of observation analysis, interviews, and also documentation.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Based on research data, observations, and interviews that have been conducted as research instruments and then the data are analysed to answer research questions. 1. Strategies of English lecturers in Facilitating Student Interactional Communication at Fatmawati Sukarno Bengkulu State Islamic University, the learning process in the classroom are an activity that has educational value and meaningful interaction as an important part of an effective teaching environment. Based on the results of interviews conducted by researchers with English lecturers at UIN Fatmawati Sukarno Bengkulu, researchers classified the meaningful interactions carried out by English lecturers in facilitating students to be active in the teaching and learning process and understanding the material presented by the lecturer in accordance with the Syllabus and Teaching Plans provided. The results of the interviews, one of the English lecturers said that the process of facilitating student communication interactions prepared by the English lecturer were divided into three categories, namely:
communication between lecturers and students with learning resources in achievements. Learning objectives that are set, especially in English courses (Integrated Skills: Reading, Speaking, Listening and Writing) which have a very large and very important role. The hope that exists in every English lecturer is how the English course material delivered to students that can be understood in its entirety. In detail the strategy of English lecturers in facilitating interactional communication at UIN Fatmawati Sukarno Bengkulu, can be explained as follows: A) Provide a new learning environment in order to live a new era during the Corona Virus Disease-19. Making a positive first impression and building self-confidence is the key to creating a successful classroom experience for students and lecturers themselves. Students told that lecturers are open to listening to their concerns and problems, reassuring them and giving them the confidence to overcome the challenges of the new era during the Corona Virus Disease-19. The learning environment is one of the factors that come from outside (external factors) that affect student learning outcomes. A) comfortable and effective learning environment will support conducive learning activities. The creation of an effective learning environment is one of the most important aspects of success in learning. Such an environment is able to make students in order to focus on lessons, avoiding negative things such as smoking, drugs and promiscuity. Campus environment that affects student learning outcomes obtained from campus such as interactions with lecturers, the way lecturers teach in class, and student attitudes towards lecturers and their learning environment. The campus environment is also a place for students to get formal education to create a quality young generation. In learning activities, especially learning English, a conducive learning environment is needed that makes students comfortable in learning so that the knowledge conveyed by the lecturer will be more easily accessible. Meanwhile, according to student's perspective, a new and good learning environment. The results of research compiled by researcher’s shows that the learning environment affects student achievement and motivation. This is in accordance with the description of the theory’s function of the educational environment according to Hamalik, O, namely: a) Psychological functions, namely stimuli originating from the environment which are stimuli to individuals so that a response occurs, which shows certain behaviour. b) Pedagogical function, the environment provides educational influence, especially the environment that is deliberately prepared as an educational institution, for example families, schools, training institutions, social institutions, and geographical location of the region. c) Instructional function is a specially designed teaching environment. Lecturers, who teach, subject matter, teaching facilities and infrastructure, teaching media, and classroom environmental conditions, are deliberately developed to develop student behaviour (Hamalik, O, and 2003: 196). B) Delivering two-way communication with students, the teaching and learning process in the classroom meets the lecturer and the same direction as the main learning source, but students as learning only listen to what the lecturer says. This classical method does not allow students to understand and remember the topics presented by the lecturer because the classroom environment is not lively. Students are not actively involved in interactions with lecturers or between students. Based on the times, the classical method is no longer effective. Lecturers are no longer subjects, but the main source of learning, and students are no longer the subject of listening to lecturers, but lecturers with a mission and main role as educators are as facilitators of learning activities and as motivators. Competent students are free to develop their thinking, creativity and innovation. The interaction between lecturers and students, and between students, is more intertwined. As a result, the teaching and learning process becomes more dynamic. Learning activities can be more visible results. Interaction is very important in the education and learning process. Students not only receive benefits, but also feedback. Lecturers know that whether their materials communicate is acceptable to their students. Lecturers know various problems, experiences, and student imaginations that can be implemented in learning activities. Good interactions facilitate the creation of active, innovative, creative, effective and fun learning methods. With good interaction, lecturers and students inspire and encourage each other. The lecturer designs and reviews the material
given to students before the activity takes place. Lecturers monitor and guide the teaching and learning process. Lecturers can immediately find out the final results (results) which are the learning objectives. In addition, lecturers evaluate and acknowledge that the material provided is appropriate and necessary for their students. Finally, students feel satisfied and understand and remember all the material they received. C) Facilitating communication media between students (peer student feedback) Peer feedback is an activity in which lecturers ask students to be tutors among their peers. At the same age, it certainly allows more intensive interaction between students. Because by seeing their friends can become tutors, it creates a sense of healthy competition in teaching and learning activities. Because this model is more student-cantered. With increasing age of peers between tutors and others, acceptance of learning will be easier to understand. Because peer tutors will use language that is understandable and easy to understand between students. So, other students can accept the explanation. Peer language is easier to understand, and friends who don't know are more willing to ask questions or provide feedback, because they are friends. Select the student with the highest average score of the other students. Determine the number of peer tutors according to the number of groups to be formed. From the brief explanation above, it can be concluded that the Peer Tutor Learning Model is a learning model that maximizes intelligent students as tutors in one group. D) Enabling the Role Play model in the classroom and the Contextual Learning Process. The role playing model is a learning model that emphasizes motor and cognitive aspects that prioritize group discussion activities in the form of acting/staging on real situations that occur in the student environment. This means that role play models can help students to understand, think, and act like other people do. Thus, students are able to learn the differences and similarities in the behaviour of others and are expected to be able to apply the learning outcomes to real-life situations.

The findings are: 1. the strategy of English lecturers used in facilitating student interactional communication is when learning takes place interaction between students and lecturers and learning resources in a learning environment. In learning, the most important task is to condition the environment to support student behaviour change. Lecturers provide direction so that the process of acquiring knowledge and knowledge, mastering skills and character, and forming attitudes and beliefs can occur in students. In the context of education, lecturers teach so that students can learn and master the content of the lesson to achieve a certain goal (cognitive aspect), can also influence changes in attitudes (affective aspect), and skills (psychomotor aspect) of students. In line with Hamruni (2009: 8-9), teaching gives the impression that it is only the work of one party, namely the work of the teacher/lecturer, while learning implies an interaction between teachers/lecturers and students. An important factor for the success of teaching is the process of implementing the teaching. Teaching is based on the interaction between lecturers and students or vice versa between students and lecturers in the teaching and learning process. In this interaction process, lecturers carry out teaching activities and students learn. The teaching and learning activities are not two separate things but are one unit; the two things that unite them are interaction. A harmonious relationship between lecturers and students is needed in the teaching and learning process. To support Brown's theory (2001), effective interaction activities between lecturers and students will make it easier for students to receive and learn the subject matter well. In addition, the completeness of student learning facilities also determines student success in learning, as well as an effort to increase student learning motivation. The provision of campus facilities and infrastructure, one of which is the completeness of classroom facilities. Good interaction between lecturers and students can increase student potential optimally. In the interaction of learning implementation there are many factors that influence the success or failure of changes that occur in students for the better. According to Mulyasa (2003: 100), this can be caused by internal factors originating from within the individual, as well as external factors originating from the environment. Which includes individual factors, among others, factors of maturity, intelligence, training, motivation and personal factors?
IV. CONCLUSIONS

Based on the results of data analysis that the English language strategy used in facilitating student interactional communication at UIN Fatmawati Sukarno Bengkulu, in the 2021/2022 academic year, it can be concluded: First, there are several strategies used by teaching English in facilitating student communication, namely providing a new learning environment for students, delivering two-way communication with students, facilitating communication media between students (peer feedback), and activating role play. The model in the classroom and the teaching process is more contextual. These strategies can be applied and implemented in the classroom during the teaching and learning process both in the classical process and the online learning process.

The new learning environment will give a positive first impression and build students’ self-confidence. A comfortable learning environment will support conducive learning activities. This kind of environment is able to make students for focusing on the material presented by English doesn't. For two-way communication, interactions that occur between lecturers and students, and between students, are more intertwined. Currently, lecturers are no longer subjects, but the main source of learning, and students are no longer subjects who only listen to lecturers, but lecturers whose mission and main role as educators are facilitators of learning activities and act as motivators. Through this two-way communication, students are highly motivated to communicate during the teaching and learning process. At the peer-student feedback stage, the learning process is more student-centered. With increasing age of peers between tutors and others, acceptance of learning will be easier to understand. Because fellow students will use language that can be understood and easily understood between students. So, other students can accept the explanation and friends who do not know are more daring to ask questions or provide responses, because they are friends. In addition, the role play model emphasizes motor and cognitive aspects that prioritize group discussion activities in the form of acting/staging on real situations that occur in the student environment. This means that role play models can help students to understand, think, and act like other people do. On the other hand, there are several obstacles faced by lecturers in facilitating student communication, namely: limited teaching time due to social distancing, distance learning processes, and school and learning facilities. This problem can be overcome by increasing teaching competence through several trainings, seminars and workshops.
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